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classifications were presented as color-coded images and as two- and three-dimensional 
displays of cluster center data in feature space. Fuzzy cluster analysis proved to be a 
clinically useful dimension reduction technique that resulted in improved diagnostic 
specificity of medical magnetic resonance images. 
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Expert systems based on fuzzy logic inferencing have been shown to be effective in 
controlling complex processes. The experiences of human operators are naturally 
captured as linguistic fuzzy control rules. This paper describes a programming 
environment being developed to facilitate the implementation f fuzzy control systems 
that allows a user to easily describe aset of fuzzy rules, graphically edit the fuzzy variable 
definitions, and verify the rules through simulation. 
In an actual control system, the rules will reside in and be processed by a special- 
purpose chip for fuzzy logic inferencing. An object-oriented approach to the program- 
ming environment naturally models this hardware architecture. Each set of rules is 
associated with a chip object simulated in software. The content of the chip object is 
changed as the rules are modified. When the simulation results are satisfactory, the 
content of the simulated chip can be copied directly into the hardware chip for real-time 
applications. A complex controller that involves multiple domains of expertise can be 
developed by first focusing on component chip objects and then interconnecting the 
components. The ability to translate linguistic rules into practical implementations is a 
unique and useful feature of this environment. 
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A rational approach through the applications of classical probability and statistical theory 
has greatly enhanced the assessment of structural safety. Although the studies conducted 
in this area are comprehensive and well developed, classical set theory still fails to 
provide adequate representation f some parameters; for instance, workmanship and 
deteriorated condition are observed by engineers and reported qualitatively. In the area of 
structural system reliability, studies have been concerned primarily with the load space, 
material properties, and dimensions, which are objective (quantitative) information. 
Recent research as demonstrated that imprecise (subjective or qualitative) information 
can have significant adverse ffect on structural safety. Studies in medicine, economics, 
and engineering have also shown that fuzzy set theory may indeed by a useful tool for the 
